
 

 

 

 

Good morning (afternoon). Thank you very much for the opportunity to come all the way 

from Mexico -representing Juan Cardinal Sandoval Íñiguez, to share with you in this 

Prayer Day, his vision of Our Mother’s journey in the past centuries.  

 

The full document entitled: 

"MOTHER AND LADY OF ALL NATIONS: 

CO-REDEMTRIX, MEDIATRIX AND ADVOCATE ... 

FROM TEPEYAC TO AMSTERDAM " 
 

is too large for reading it completely and being translated at the same time, so I assume you 

all have heard about the apparitions of Our Lady of Guadalupe to the indigenous 

visionary name Juan Diego, who was canonized by St. John Paul II, July 31, 2002. 

 
 

From then until now, 487 years have passed in which, in an ever-increasing way and in 

varied forms, responding to specific historical situations, she has wanted to manifest herself 

in an extraordinary way, just as she did in Tepeyacac (original name of the small hill close 

to México, city where she appeared), but under other circumstances and different needs of 

her children, in the order of grace. 
 

Recalling that from then -16th century to date, there are 9 recorded Marian apparitions 

approved by the Church - obviously starting with those of the Most Blessed Virgin of 

Guadalupe- and 11 others authorized by the local churches as divine revelation allowing 

their worship including only the following: 

 

 Our Lady of the Miraculous Medal (1830)  

 Our Lady of La Salette (1846)  

 Our Lady of Lourdes, in (1858)  

 Our Lady of the Rosary in Fatima, Portugal (1917). 

 

And, of the 11 Marian apparitions authorized by local churches that are known, we will 

focus only on two: 
 

 The Lady of All Nations, and 

 The Lady of Akita. 

Of which you all are pretty well aware and informed. 

 

Summary: 
 

1. She, our Mother in the order of grace, is still alive, present and active from 

Tepeyac -where is the only miraculous stamping remains without deterioration on 

the tilma, to the 101 blood-lacrimations in Akita, being a faithful reproduction of 

the image of The Lady of All Nations kept in Amsterdam. 
 

2. Her messages have responded to concrete historical situations, showing her 

permanent maternal care, in perfect fulfillment of the commission given to her as a 

posthumous testament from her divine dying Son at the foot of the cross. 
 

3. Remaining in the context of the history of the past almost 5 centuries, is a growing 

concern of where things are heading in the world, from showing her concern for an 



 

 

 

indigenous people on the verge of extinction and violently dominated, to achieve 

the most transcendental acculturation of the Church in that time, up to the present 

extraordinary manifestation of her pain and distressing call for conversion, that only 

a Mother who weeps blood can express. 

 

4. The invitation to build "her little house" where to show-Him and give-Him with all 

her love, continues to be a key theme throughout the centuries: new temples and 

basilicas built in her honor -many of them at the request and precise specifications 

given by Her, in which she has always shown irrefutable corroboration with 

miracles of physical and spiritual health. 
 

5. The frequency of her extraordinary manifestations and the tone of her messages, are 

showing an increased tone in the gravity of the world situation; definitely things are 

not going well, humanity keeps straying from the Way, the Truth and the Life that is 

her divine Son, our Lord Jesus Christ. 
 

6. The invitation to conversion, penance, and prayer is ever more pressing, always 

resorting to showing and demonstrating it through the miracles performed by Her 

and in Her name, leaving no doubt that it is from the One and Triune God, who 

through her is making these urgent calls. 
 

7. Her prophecies and predictions, which continue to be fulfilled to the letter, are 

ultimately the posthumous effort of a Mother for her children who having hardened 

their hearts, do not respond to the gravity of the situation, despite her frequent calls 

and serious warnings, and of having lived the disastrous consequences of fratricidal 

struggles -in the material and spiritual order, of the past 2 world wars and of the 

current confrontations between countries and geopolitical regions with increasing 

dangerous tensions. 
 

8. This is evidenced by HH Pope Francis who said on September 13, 2016, when he 

warned that "at present we can speak of a third World War fought in stages, spurred 

by spurious interests such as greed and allowed by a kind of Cain-like indifference 

that has already allowed the atrocities of the past". 

 

From all the fore-mentioned it is inferred that She, our spiritual Mother Coredemptrix, 

Mediatrix and Advocate feels and transmits a great urgency for the proclamation of this 

5th Marian dogma, so that through the explicit recognition by His Holiness Pope Francis, 

She can act in an extraordinary way -once again, not only in favor of the conversion of 7 

million indigenous people as it happened once in Tepeyac, but of the conversion of the 

entire world composed now of 193 countries where close to of 7.35 billion inhabitants 

dwell, to the values of the kingdom -respecting the different sociocultural and religious 

manifestations and differences so that a new era of peace and prosperity may come, from 

the Triumph of Her Immaculate Heart. 
 

“This conviction has led me -quote and quote of Cardinal Sandoval, to prepare and send in 

August of last year, a personal letter to all the Cardinals, Archbishops and Bishops of Latin 

America, Spain and Portugal (in Spanish), and to the Rest of the World -who to date do not 

know of or have not responded to the call to prepare their letter addressed to the Pope- to 

join the 570 pastors who have done so in the past, requesting him in humility and 



 

 

 

obedience, this fifth dogmatic crown to be placed on the head of such a sweet and 

compassionate Mother. 

 

I´d like to add a personal comment to report an impressive result of such wonderful love 

action of Cardinal Sandoval: Till today he has received copy of letters of support addressed 

to the Pope from 15new pastors from different countries becoming a total of 585. Needless 

to say, the importance of continuing praying with the hearth the Lady of All Nations pray 

She thought being spread and known all over the world.  

 

Thanks again, let’s keep united in pray and action for the 5
th

 dogma. 


